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ABSTRACT 

Deconstructing Nature and Society: An Account of Waiãpi Ecology 

Christopher L. Schwenk 

 Western ecology relies heavily on dichotomous conceptions of individuals’ relations to 

their society and to their environment, placing nature and society in opposition to one another as 

distinct realms. This dichotomy motivates the exploitative, consumerist relationship between 

Western societies and the natural resources exchanged as matters of economy and production. 

 The Waiãpi indigenous community lives within a different social world composed of 

starkly different frameworks of society that exist apart from dichotomous understandings. This 

work deconstructs the nature-society dichotomy, turning to Waiãpi myths and stories as evidence 

of Waiãpi conceptions of being. These stories reveal a fluid cosmos, constructed of fractal layers 

of subjectivity in which agents are subjected to a greater whole. Furthermore, they reveal a 

relational net of “dividual” beings understood only insofar as they relate to others. These attributes 

of the Waiãpi social world stand in critique of Western modernity and vitiate the nature-society 

dichotomy. 
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As we gaze into the mirror [our environment] holds up for us, we too easily imagine 

that what we behold is Nature when in fact we see the reflection of our own 

unexamined longings and desires. For this reason, we mistake ourselves when we 

suppose that wilderness can be the solution to our culture’s problematic 

relationships with the nonhuman world, for wilderness is itself no small part of the 

problem.       (Cronon 1995: 69, 70) 

Introduction 

On a Tuesday in February 2017, I stood in front of a crowd of my peers with a brown paper 

bag that contained a granny smith apple. I removed the apple from the bag and asked the crowd a 

simple question: “Where did this apple come from?” Of course this was a leading question; I was 

holding the bag and receipt in my other hand. But the answers clearly demonstrated a line of 

thought that Amazonian scholars have deduced as among the principal erroneous presumptions of 

Western modernity. “The farmers’ market,” “Walmart,” “the grocery store,” they answered. Only 

one member of the audience answered, “an apple tree,” and even so, they did so jokingly. Among 

us university students and faculty, not many made the connection between the apple and its true 

source. Rather, they stopped their thinking at the moment that society made it available for 

consumption. A product of the natural world became merely an object of consumer desire. 

This particular instance reveals underlying assumptions that motivate the most basic of 

cultural encounters, such as that with an apple. Western modernity and many of its key attributes 

– ranging from capitalism, imperialism, and corporate profit ventures to environmentalism, human 

rights activism, and academia – relies on a conception of identity withdrawn from all contexts, be 

they natural, constructed, national, or local. That is, persons that comprise Western societies 

overwhelmingly subscribe to an ideology of radical individualism.  
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In December of 2016, my colleague, Sílvia Nobre Waiãpi, and I set course to the Waiãpi 

Indigenous Territory of Amapá, located in the northern Brazilian Amazon near its border with 

French Guiana. As expected, I encountered a social world that differed sharply with Western 

modernity and individualism. The Waiãpi are inseparable from the space and social order they 

occupy and present a reconciliation of problematic Western dichotomies, namely that between 

nature and society. In this work, I argue that Waiãpi conceptions of being vitiate the Western 

dichotomies between nature and society, ecology and culture.  

Literature Overview 

 Before examining the Waiãpi myths and stories I collected, I would like to engage further 

with my frameworks of understanding. I selected works to supplement my data, to interpret it, and 

to incorporate it into my assertion that Waiãpi cosmology exists outside of the nature-society 

dichotomy.  

 William Cronon (1995) articulates this dichotomy and points to the Western notion of 

“wilderness” as his primary subject of concern. Wilderness is not “a pristine sanctuary where the 

last remnant of an untouched, endangered, but still transcendent nature can…be encountered,” but 

rather a projection of collective longings for self-fulfillment in the nonhuman world (Cronon 1995: 

69, 70). Cronon does not deny the nonhumanness of the wilderness; certainly nonhumans (animals, 

trees, pristine landscapes, etc.) make up the substance of “untainted” natural sanctuaries. What 

created the notion of wilderness is thus our own separation from these environments. As far into 

history as the English translation of the Bible, wilderness was a place that humans inherently did 

not belong. It was the land beyond the bounds of Eden, the land from which the Exodus led, and 

where Christ struggled against the temptations of the devil. Yet at the turn of the twentieth century, 

American and European writers readopted and redefined the word (Cronon 1995, 71). Wilderness 
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became less where we did not belong, and more where what little remains untouched by our own 

“too-muchness” resides – an idealized place of order and peace, even a sacred place where one 

could encounter the supernatural. This further contributed to humanity’s separation from the 

wilderness by characterizing it as a place of such pristine glory and sublimity “such that only a 

prophet might gaze on it for long” (Cronon 1995, 75). From this fondly held idealization and in 

the face of continued cultivation by immigrants in the US and Latin America, the wilderness took 

on the characteristics of a fading frontier. Elite men gained a nostalgia for the scape of wilderness, 

untouched by humanity, which led to efforts to preserve “frontier virtues” by setting apart pieces 

of uncivilized land, removing its occupants, be they immigrant farmers or natives in their 

homeland. This development of wilderness has always centered around humans’ not belonging 

there. To use Cronon’s own words, “wilderness offers us the illusion that we can escape the cares 

and troubles of the world in which our past has ensnared it” (1995, 80). 

 Sherry Ortner (1972), though preceding Cronon, took the same dichotomy for granted in 

an analysis of social logic that underlies the seemingly “universal” subjugation of women to men. 

Her underlying argument is that the nature-society dichotomy developed alongside the hierarchical 

subjugation of women, and it did so for three reasons. The first is that “her body and its 

functions…seem to place her closer to nature, as opposed to men, whose physiology frees them 

more completely to the projects of culture” (Ortner 1972, 12). Women’s physiological functions 

do not benefit the woman herself but others – namely children and men. The second and third, 

which I synthesize in my analysis for the sake of brevity, are that a woman’s body places her in 

social roles of lower order, and that in consenting to the cultural position, a woman develops “a 

different psychic structure” that reinforces her position closer to nature (Ortner 1972, 12). I wish 

to present Waiãpi social logic in contrast to the logic that Ortner presents, undermining the 
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universality of the subjugation of women as well as the dichotomy from which that subjugation 

proceeds. 

 From a different but complimentary perspective, Jennifer French (2012) offers a means of 

ecocriticism in turning to Latin American literature and storytelling. She argues that, in many parts 

of Latin America, European colonialism has failed to implant a social distinction between nature 

and society. According to French (2012, 159), Post-colonial Latin America presents a 

fundamentally different kind of ecocriticism that does not rely on an “ecology of affluence,” one 

that centers conservation efforts around support for a North American style of consumption.  

French claims that indigenous Latin American ecology does not embody an essential 

separation between humans and nature, but rather is one that identifies its own perversion by such 

a separation. El desierto, the term which French holds as the closest equivalent to wilderness, is 

“the chaotic and terrifying reality that European men have created in their unreasonable desire to 

exact surplus profits from the bodies of Native Americans and the land” (French 2012, 159). The 

notion of el desierto comes not, then, from European colonialism, but rather an indigenous 

response to it. European colonialism introduced in Latin America what Carolyn Merchant deems 

an “ecological revolution,” defined by French as “a period of profound transformation in the 

relation between human beings and nonhuman nature” (French 2012, 160). French reports that 

indigenous groups around Latin America are developing another ecological revolution, many in 

the name of indigenous mythical figures and inspired by indigenous cosmology. French outlines a 

critical assumption of this work: that narrative traditions may stand in ecocritical opposition to 

Western or “modern” notions of ecology – the nature-society dichotomy being chief among them 

(French 2012, 164). 
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 Michael Uzendoski (2010; 2012) adopts indigenous cosmologies as the subject in critiques 

of globalization theory, looking to mestizos (people of both indigenous and European descent) and 

their storytelling traditions as evidence of a cosmic body that contradicts Western paradigms of a 

globalized, relativized world. Central to his discussion are “fractal subjectivities,” which 

“articulate the body as defined by alternative subjectivities” to other cosmic agents (Uzendoski 

2010, 39). I wish to adopt Uzendoski’s means of analysis as a helpful tool in depicting the Waiãpi 

cosmic body and articulating the distinction between Western and Waiãpi conceptions of being. 

 Complementing the fractal understanding of the cosmos is a notion of “dividual” 

beinghood, a term coined by Gilles Deleuze (1992, 5) which understands persons, or agents, only 

insofar as they relate to others in society. I adopt this most basic definition as a means of 

understanding Waiãpi relations, not only between one another but to other non-human agents as 

well. While distinct agents exist, the permanence of beinghood depends upon relationships with 

others (i.e. the family, interaction with animals, plants, etc.). For this reason, a member of my host 

family on the Waiãpi Indigenous Territory stated that “when someone leaves our land, it is the 

same as if they die.” A person or being’s lack of presence disrupts the social web and inhibits their 

involvement in society. In my observations, the Waiãpi attribute the same conditions of beinghood 

to non-human agents as well. With this underlying understanding, the Waiãpi’s conceptions of 

being allow them to adapt and maintain continuity with the social world around them, even in the 

face of death or departure. 

Waiãpi cosmology evolves from a primordial state of undifferentiation between species 

from which the equal agency of all beings proceeds and persists today. Eduardo Viveiros de Castro 

proposes a paradigm of perspectivism for understanding “Amerindian” (and a few other) 

cosmologies such as that of the Waiãpi. Perspectivism is a means of understanding the relation of 
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agency that certain peoples attribute to other beings. Viveiros de Castro summarizes his own 

paradigm as follows: 

[T]he manifest form of each species is a mere envelope…which conceals an 

internal human form, usually only visible to the eyes of the particular species or to 

certain trans-specific beings such as shamans. This internal form is the soul or spirit 

of the animal: an intentionality of subjectivity formally identical to human 

consciousness, materializable…in a human bodily schema concealed behind an 

animal mask (2012, 48). 

Evidence from Waiãpi storytelling uphold Viveiros de Castro’s conclusions. Viveiros de Castro 

also qualifies his claim with Lévi-Strauss and Eribon’s notion of a primordial state of 

undifferentiation between species (Lévi-Strauss and Eribon 1988: 193). These two ideas, taken 

together, account well for Waiãpi cosmology. 

I am hesitant, however, to take these conclusions for granted when approaching the Waiãpi. 

Dominique Gallois, the most prominent anthropologist studying the Waiãpi to date, presents a 

paradigm of social organization that seems to contradict that of Viveiros de Castro. Gallois’s work 

“O pajé waiãpi e seus espelhos” (1984-85) accounts for the organization of the supernatural realm 

and for shamanistic intervention between the natural and supernatural realm. She also accounts for 

the three different “domains” in her observations of the Waiãpi cosmology, which she divides into 

those of “animal, plant, and spirit,” “human,” and “creator of the universe” (Gallois 1984-85, 181). 

The animal, plant, and spirit domain is situated in the water, land, and forest; the human domain 

is situated on the aldeias (see “Habitational Organization,” this work) and their respective 

farmland; the creator domain is found in the sky or heavens (Portuguese: céu). These divisions 
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“permit us a glimpse into the organization of the Waiãpi universe as a series of independent worlds, 

which are related through man’s action over nature” (Gallois 1984-85, 181). 

 Gallois (1989), in another work, discusses spiritual conflict and social classification that 

gives insight into the less tangible facets of Waiãpi cosmology. She accounts for the creation 

narrative of the Waiãpi which, following the framework of perspectivism, entails a differentiation 

between peoples and species. Her work discusses human differentiation into “true humanity” and 

“residual humanity” – a differentiation of primary concern later in this work (see “Content 

Analysis,” this work; Gallois 1989, 459). Gallois’s system of divisions problematizes Viveiros de 

Castro’s theory of fundamentally equal, undivided beings distinguished only through perspective. 

I present my own observations and analysis later in this work to critique and mediate these two 

seemingly opposed paradigms. 

 The most troublesome possibility that Gallois’s system of distinctions presents is that the 

she may simply be imposing these distinctions to facilitate a Western understanding of Waiãpi 

social structure. Paul Bohannan and Philip Curtin’s work Africa and Africans (1995) sets forth a 

“model of confusion” that, while presented as specific to African contexts, carries insight into the 

tendency to impose understanding rather than observe it and into the ramifications of that tendency 

(Bohannan and Curtin 1995, 8). Cultural markers of difference permeate even academic depictions 

of non-Western societies, according to Bohannan and Curtin, and scholars often take hold of these 

in research, forcing human subjects into categories of savagery and subjecting them to western 

imposition of cultural paradigms. This development has a long history, beginning in the era of 

European colonialism. Much like French’s object of interest, the ecological revolution in Latin 

America, Bohannan and Curtin discuss social confusion in Africa as an almost hierarchical model 

of European superiority abroad. Binary scales of civilization-savagery and nobility-depravity 
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become confused with one another, creating distinct comparative categories of European 

(“civilized”) and non-European (“savage”) societies, with good and bad subsets of each (see p. 10, 

this work). Bohannan and Curtin argue that, within this paradigm, the separation between good 

and bad is meaningless; in categorizing people as savages, the dominating category – the 

“civilized” – subjects them to cultural inferiority and impositions in a way that removes their 

agency. I argue that the same structure subjects indigenous societies in Latin America to cultural 

inferiority, as well. 

 The imposition of the nature-society dichotomy on indigenous peoples of Amazonia 

reinforces Western conceptions of savagery and leads to unfair and inaccurate impositions in 

scholarly work by outsiders. The Waiãpi are certainly victims of this. In incorporating Bohannan’s 

model of confusion, I hope to tackle these impositions in a way that better illuminates a worldview 

that does not naturally distinguish the agency of humans from the agency of other beings.  

Dominique Gallois: Impact 

 This research relies heavily on frameworks of understanding that other scholars have 

contributed, in addition to my own observations during fieldwork. Dominique Gallois, as the 

foremost anthropologist to approach the Waiãpi in Amapá, provides nearly the only 

complimentary resource from which to draw specific and localized conclusions. I do not wish to 

deliberate here over the validity or accuracy of her conclusions themselves. Rather, given my own 

conversations with the Waiãpi, and specifically in light of my colleague Sílvia Nobre Waiãpi’s 

experiences, I wish to problematize Gallois’s relationship with the Waiãpi and the methodology 

that she employs in her work with the Waiãpi, both in her academic ventures and through her 

institutional influence at Iepé – a NGO that exerts significant influence on the Waiãpi social world.  
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 Gallois maintains a relationship with the Waiãpi in two capacities – as an object of study 

in her academic career as an anthropologist and as a founding and influential member of Iepé. 

Throughout the 1990’s, the founders of Iepé, though they hadn’t yet established it, encouraged and 

succeeded in the establishment of hierarchical and representative governing structures beyond the 

traditional network of interrelated aldeias, each possessing a chief (Gallois 2011, 18). These 

include the Council of Wajãpi1 Aldeias, the Association of Waiãpi Indigenous Peoples of the 

Amapari Triangle, and the Waiãpi Association of Land, Environment, and Culture – all of which 

today remain deeply involved with and dependent on Iepé for funding, political representation in 

state and national government, and a supply of infrastructural resources (Gallois 2011, 19). Iepé 

has altered the social organization of the Waiãpi of Amapari significantly and is capable of 

manipulating current political affairs. 

 Gallois maintains close ties to the Waiãpi academically as well. Her research methodology 

is of particular interest. As I stated earlier, I do not question the validity of her research conclusions, 

but her methodology has the consequence of producing a monopoly of income sources for the 

Waiãpi. She and her team of researchers from the University of São Paulo train the Waiãpi 

themselves to conduct the research that she and Iepé use in their publications, compensating each 

researcher with (BRL) R$750 per year; this is equivalent to (USD) $240 as of April 2017. She 

discourages further interaction with the economy beyond the reserve, and largely succeeds in doing 

so, thus monopolizing financial dependency on two primary sources: participation in research and 

Brazilian retirement entitlements. Her methodology maintains a structure of dependence: the 

Waiãpi must collaborate with her research to participate in the Brazilian economy beyond the 

Indigenous Territory abandoning the Indigenous Territory altogether. 

                                                 
1 Wajãpi is another Portuguese spelling of Waiãpi. I use it here to maintain the spelling of the official governing 
body. 
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 Considering these two very significant positions of influence, Gallois’s relationship with 

the Waiãpi is problematic at best. Subtler impositions take place in Gallois’s academic publication, 

primarily concerning cosmological and social organization. Her more subtle impositions reinforce 

notions of indigenous inferiority by subjecting Waiãpi cosmology to Western, dichotomous 

divisions of analysis. She presents the following paradigm for a strict division of cosmological 

domains: 

divisions of the 
universe 

land/earth/forest farm/aldeia Sky/heaven 

dominion animal-plant 
spirits 

man [sic] creator of the 
universe 

intercessor                              qshamans               collective dances 
 

Table A: Cosmological Divisions of the Waiãpi Universe (Gallois 1984-85, 181; trad. Schwenk) 

In separating the domains between humanity and the other agents in the social world, Gallois 

imposes and reinforces a dichotomous division between nature and society, broken only by the 

shaman. Society is on the aldeia and nature is everywhere else. I also call into question the need 

for a separate domain for spiritual agents such as the creator of the universe. To give due credit, 

the work of Grenand (1980), who Gallois cites extensively, may motivate this erroneous 

characterization.  

 The imposition of the nature-society dichotomy and interference in Waiãpi social 

organization has undeniable consequences for Waiãpi representation in the academic world. 

Bohannan and Curtin’s “model of confusion” describes this phenomenon, by which even positive 

portrayals of a given people reduce them to savagery in the eyes of colonial and post-colonial 

powers, in this case, Brazilian academia (Bohannan and Curtin 1995, 8).  

 Savagery Civilization 

Good The Noble Savage Achievements of Civilization 

Bad The Depraved Savage Civilization and its 
Discontents 
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Table B: A Model of Confusion (Bohannan and Curtin 1995, 8) 

I fear that Gallois, through her two realms of influence, is complicit in this confusion. The most 

glaring example of this is through the imposition of governmental entities onto Waiãpi social 

organization. Even with the intention of “remaining strong before the non-indigenous powers,” the 

establishment of the Council of Wajãpi Aldeias occurred in response to government efforts to 

demark a permanent indigenous territory, a response in which Gallois intimately involved herself 

between 1979 and 1991 (Gallois 2011, 40-45). Today, Gallois remains involved both directly and 

through Iepé in the deliberations of the Council (Apina 2009, n.p.). These structures are 

undoubtedly impositions that serve to facilitate interaction with colonial powers. In Bohannan and 

Curtin’s model, governmental structures foreign to the Waiãpi cosmos are a means of civilizing a 

primitive people, categorically subjecting them to a position of inferiority and removing the agency 

of the social world to function alone.  

 The same is true in Gallois’s academic publications in which she attempts to deconstruct 

and categorize the domains of the Waiãpi cosmos. The erroneous distinction between human and 

non-human domains reinforces the idea that the Waiãpi must distinguish themselves from the 

agents in their environment for a legitimate society to exist. While attempting to account for the 

Waiãpi cosmos, Gallois acts counterintuitively and simply reasserts Western distinctions.  

 I mention these reservations because Gallois provides the only targeted works devoted to 

the Waiãpi of Amapari. Therefore, I must use her observations and conclusions, despite their 

problematic implications. 
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Organizational Overview 

Habitational Organization 

Due to the lack of information published in English about the Waiãpi and some recent 

changes in their organizational customs, I will present my observations regarding social and 

habitational organization alongside those of Dominique Gallois, which I have translated from their 

original Portuguese into English for the sake of cohesion. 

Waiãpi familial organization is patrilineal – centered around male lineage – and 

multigenerational – family structures contain multiple generations. Families expand, shift, and take 

new forms through marriage, an arrangement vital to ensuring the continuity of the Waiãpi people. 

Each patrilineal family is situated on an aldeia, a settlement consisting of housing, farmland, 

hunting grounds, access to water, space for festive and social activities, and access to passage 

between other aldeias. Each aldeia houses one or more families. The aldeias are linked to one 

another by foot-trails, the river or its tributaries, or the dirt highway that leads from the TIW 

(Waiãpi Indigenous Territory) to the city of Porto Grande, Amapá. Each aldeia is headed by a 

chief (Portuguese: chefe), who is either the man who first settled and farmed on the aldeia or his 

eldest son (Gallois 2001, 1-3). The chief’s position continues to progress in this fashion over time 

until the family abandons the aldeia. Waiãpi families typically remain on their aldeias until 

resources such as game, farmland, or water are no longer available or until a male member of a 

subsequent generation moves away and establishes his own aldeia. Access to healthcare and 

prevalence of game, fish and fertile soil are the two strongest considerations when choosing the 

location of a new aldeia. Aldeias are thus concentrated around Aramirã (the first and largest aldeia 

along the dirt highway where the Basic Health Agency is located) and the primary waterways in 

the TIW.  
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Gender, Marriage, and Family Life 

Marriage is a central form of social relations among the Waiãpi. It is important to note that 

Waiãpi marriage is not a ritual but a social arrangement to ensure the birth of future generations. 

It is a fundamental expectation of every person that they will marry a member of the opposite sex 

and raise children. Marriage is often arranged for individuals by their respective families and 

protest to the arrangement is generally futile. Puberty is the defining marker of marriageability 

among the Waiãpi, most markedly for girls. Following their first menstruation, Waiãpi girls 

undergo rites of passage to designate their passage from parental dependency to marital 

dependency. Waiãpi boys undergo the same rites of passage at a similar age. The transition from 

childhood to adulthood, from dependency to marriageability, is the most transformative one in a 

person’s lifetime with respect to the social space that distinct persons occupy. Following marriage, 

Gallois reports that “when they marry, the young spouses should reside at the aldeia of the wife’s 

parents. Even while living [there], the couple makes frequent visits to the aldeia of the husband’s 

family” (Gallois 2001, 1-3). However, since 2001, a marked change occurred in this tendency. 

According to my hosts, new spouses today will move to either spouse’s familial aldeia, depending 

on the abundance of resources for sustaining a new family. Changing patterns in game and fish 

density have anticipated this change over the last two decades (Gallois 2011: 98, 99). Even at the 

time of Gallois’s report, ambiguity existed regarding the permanent residence of new couples; this 

remains true today. Frequent visits to both families occur until such a time that a husband 

constructs the family’s own home or aldeia. These visits often include the men aiding in farming, 

hunting, or construction of new homes to their wife’s family; likewise, women offer their service 

in farming, processing food, and childcare. Thus, new couples remain involved in the lives of their 

respective families for quite some time. In this sense, familial residences are bilocal – located on 
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either the husband or wife’s family’s aldeia – with a diminishing tendency toward uxorilocality – 

location on the wife’s family’s aldeia.   

Marriage serves many functions for the Waiãpi. First and foremost, marriage establishes 

the grounds for reproduction and raising children. For this reason, the stability and longevity of 

marriage is largely dependent upon the couple’s success in reproduction. Marriage is easily 

dissolvable, especially in situations of infertility or the birth of children with severe deformities. 

Both polygyny and polyandry2 are practiced, though their occurrences are extremely rare and do 

not drastically alter the organizational paradigm for society. Men carry the burden of responsibility 

in ensuring successful reproduction. This became strikingly clear to me upon hearing the story of 

one member of my host family, roughly translated here from paraphrased Portuguese: 

My brother and my sister-in-law got married a long time ago. They had a lot of 

difficulty having children at first. Then my brother’s wife got pregnant after a long 

time. The son had a bad foot but he could move and he learned to walk. [She] got 

pregnant again but the second son, my nephew, had two bad feet. The doctors said 

he would not walk. My brother felt so much shame. He thought that he had bad 

seed and that he embarrassed the family. He went down to the river and he hung 

himself to take away the shame. 

My hosts went on to explain that in cases of male suicide, though infrequent, the family of the 

deceased will absorb or adopt the wife and provide for her as she raises children. Cultural notions 

regarding suicide prevent her remarrying, though my hosts were not willing to discuss their 

reasoning any further, presumably due to the shame associated with the status. 

                                                 
2 I learned of three cases of polygynous marriage and one case of polyandrous marriage in my field work. All cases 
had occurred in past generations. 
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 Marriage also serves to establish familial and political alliances. Marriage represents a 

mutual adoption of a person and their relatives into family affairs. The alliances can take many 

forms, but most often feature efforts for mutual subsistence (i.e. collectivizing farmland, hunting 

parties, accompanied travel, etc.). One such example came as a response to a direct question: “Do 

alliances determined by marriage exist between entire families?” The response was as follows, 

translated directly from Portuguese: 

Yes, it’s normal. Links become larger between families. For example, my brother’s 

father-in-law is also my father-in-law. It’s dependent upon the quantity of married 

siblings. Seeing as I have ten, then I have ten fathers-in-law. And that comes with 

responsibilities in relation to them. The links between our families become larger, 

and so does the degree [extent] of our relationships. 

Marriage thus extends beyond reproduction and residential structure. It serves as the 

systematized expression of ever expanding relationships to other persons. Later in this work, I 

will discuss the implications of these relationships insofar as they reveal the Waiãpi’s 

conceptions of being. 

Gender roles in Waiãpi marriages, specifically, and society, in broader terms, are well-

defined yet flexible. A general relationship of the male as material provider and the female as the 

maternal nurturer is present, seemingly in accordance with the prescriptions of Ortner (1972, 16), 

though I will later challenge the universality of her claims. However, in the division of labor, the 

Waiãpi afford much flexibility. Men are exclusively responsible for constructing homes, hunting, 

and the preparation of land and manioc (Portuguese: mandioca) for planting. Women’s roles are 

primarily concerned with non-game agricultural production, domestic responsibility, and childcare 

(breastfeeding, supervision, etc.). Women also actively sustain Waiãpi aesthetic traditions in body 
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painting and the production of clothing, with little to no interference from men in the application. 

Much of daily life is a shared responsibility between men and women. Both men and women cook, 

though each gender remains more or less tied to the processing of the foods they hunt, gather, or 

cultivate. For example, men would cook meats because they hunted the game; likewise, women 

would process manioc because they cultivated the farm on which it grew. Social spaces are 

separated by gender, with women remaining near domestic spaces and men remaining near the 

open, shared spaces of the aldeia. Women typically serve food and drink in either space, but not 

exclusively. Furthermore, there is a heavy tendency toward same-gender collective activity; that 

is, men assist other men in the fulfillment of their social roles – as do women for other women. It 

is extremely rare to find a single person completing any given task alone, from bathing to sleeping, 

from hunting to cleaning. I argue that this stems from conceptions of being that place the Waiãpi 

in irrevocable relation to one another. 

Society at Large 

Expanding beyond the gender divide, organizational divisions serve as a framework for 

ensuring the survival and wellbeing of the people at large. That is to say, each distinct agent serves 

a larger collective unit of organization. Family structures group related, dividual persons and are 

capable of forming familial and political alliances themselves to ensure the wellbeing and 

continuity of a like unit. One aldeia can often serve as the locus of ritual activity for a network of 

several others. For example, the aforementioned Aramirã aldeia offers a large space for traditional 

festivities and rituals that serve all aldeias along the Onça River. Arimirã is also home to the lone 

shaman for this same network of aldeias.  

Waiãpi social organization, on nearly all levels, collectively reflects the most basic 

understanding of agency – that of the dividual being, intimately connected to a relational net of 
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others. Dividual persons unite through a common social and spiritual understanding, families unite 

through bonds of marriage and residential proximity, and aldeias unite through their innate 

connection to the natural resources of the Waiãpi social world. These nets of connectivity fractally 

reflect their subdivisions, a structure of subjectivities that pervades nearly all Amazonian 

cosmologies (Uzendoski 2010, 39). These two organizational paradigms create and reinforce 

Waiãpi cohesion and stand in stark opposition to Western individualism and social dichotomies. 

Content Analysis 

Why Stories? 

 Storytelling in Amazonia is no new subject of concern. Indeed, the tradition finds its way 

to the center of many facets of Amazonian Studies. During my time with the Waiãpi, storytelling 

occupied the majority of leisure time. My hosts, especially members of older generations, took 

great joy in sharing with me a variety of stories. Waiãpi storytelling takes many subjects: the 

supernatural mythology of Ianeruaçu and Ianejar (central figures in Waiãpi creation myths), the 

primordial differentiation of species, family history, encounters with Western modernity, and even 

improvisatory chanting. As this work deals primarily with conceptions of being, agency, and 

relationality, I see no better body of indigenous tradition from which to draw conclusions. 

 Amazonian storytelling embodies a variety of elements that Western society overlooks or 

rejects. As I have already outlined, the attribution of agency to non-human elements is central to 

Waiãpi notions of their own being and relation to the social world. Like the Quichua speakers that 

Uzendoski observes, for the Waiãpi, “plants, animals, and the landscape are part of a much wider 

communicative landscape where messages circulate among all living…and some nonliving 

beings” (Uzendoski and Chalapucha-Tapuy 2012, 2).  
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Waiãpi storytelling gives insight into these underlying conceptions and assumptions that 

motivate the way that the Waiãpi act in and conceive of their social world. The body of oral 

tradition found in Waiãpi myths and stories informs organization, orientation toward continuity, 

spiritual formulations, shamanism, ritual, and taboos, among other social elements. Stories are the 

means by which the Waiãpi continually create, articulate, and interpret cosmological postulations. 

For this reason, I turn to selections from my encounters with this tradition and from them, I 

reconstruct the cosmic body and analyze the relational web of agents that form it.  

Fractal Subjectivities and Agency 

The first story I will analyze comes from a male member of the family with whom I stayed 

for the majority of my field work. It discusses the differentiation of the races according to Waiãpi 

mythology. He told the story in Portuguese with occasional insertions of borrowed words from 

Waiãpi, which I have maintained in the text below. I recite it here according to my own shorthand 

translation in English completed at the time I heard the story. 

Black people come from the sucurijú snake. It’s a very long, very, very long snake. 

A long time ago, the sucurijú became a man and he fell in love with a Waiãpi 

woman. The sucurijú watched the woman discreetly during the day and at night he 

turned into a man and would come sleep with her. The woman became pregnant 

and everyone got very suspicious. Everyone was questioning her. One night, she 

returned to the river very late. Everybody, everybody was accusing her of such and 

such- the sucurijú became very angry. He transformed her into a snake and they 

tried to escape together, but the Waiãpi attacked the snakes with their arrows. The 

woman’s brother killed the sucurijú with his arrow and the woman became human 

again. The body of the sucurijú was covered with bugs, and every one of the bugs 

turned into a black person. That is one example. Other people come from different 

things. The other indigenous people, like in your country, come from the larva of 

bees. Tall people come from palm trees. Short people with round faces come from 
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jaguars. Short people with long faces come from papayas. White people came from 

stones that the Waiãpi hammered. Every kind of person was created like this. 

The story takes place following the differentiation of species from one another, a differentiation 

accounted for in my own experience with the Waiãpi and in theory by Viveiros de Castro (2012) 

and Lévi-Strauss & Eribon (1988), which I mentioned earlier in the Literature Review. Particularly 

unique in this account is the continued intersexuality beyond this differentiation; even after species 

differentiation occurred, the distinct agents are capable of having sexual relations that result in 

offspring. In response to a question of mine, the storyteller confirmed that even today, the sucurijú 

is capable of impregnating women and bringing about misfortune, caused by spiritual hostility in 

which the shaman must intervene to end.  

 More important is the agency granted to the sucurijú in its ability to act in society just as 

humans do: to love, to engage in sexual intercourse, to engage in human strife, etc. Where I am 

hesitant to incorporate perspectival analysis where it is seemingly due here is in the elimination of 

distinctions between species. According to Viveiros de Castro, the cosmologies that embody 

perspectivism maintain that other species are simply other kinds of human persons, “that the 

manifest form of each species is a mere envelope (a “clothing”) which conceals an internal human 

form, usually only visible to the eyes of the particular species or to certain trans-specific beings 

such as shamans” (Viveiros de Castro 2012, 48). The Waiãpi do not account for the primordial 

differentiation in this way, and I believe that the account of anthropomorphic relations in this story 

does not either. This is further supported by the notion that the souls of certain beings (i.e. jaguars, 

black snakes) are inherently hostile to the souls of humans – a notion that hardly denotes sameness. 

Rather, the Waiãpi have a worldview in which all beings (animals, plants) possess distinct kinds 

of souls or essences (Waiãpi: iã) but equal roles in maintaining the continuity of the social world. 

These distinctions become obscured through instances of anthropomorphic and spiritual 
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interference. It is through this interference that people of black skin came to be. Categorical 

superiority or inferiority (“man’s action over nature” or vice versa) cannot account for these 

distinctions as a Western paradigm typically would due to the attribute of intersexuality between 

species. Yet such a paradigm is exactly what Gallois (1984-85, 181) attempts to use in order to 

analyze social relationships. 

 As I discussed in my earlier critique of Gallois’s model of Waiãpi social domains, I 

reconcile the aldeia/farm domain with the water/forest domain because I believe this to be an 

imposed separation and not one that is consistent with Waiãpi conceptions of being or 

organization. The lack of distinction between domains allows the primary agents of this story to 

occupy shared spaces and for the exchange of substance between those agents to creatively 

contribute to the socio-environment they occupy. Additionally, the story alone implicates that the 

shaman is not the only medium of fully reconciling domains as Gallois suggests in her work, but 

simply one medium (Gallois 1984-85, 181). I will discuss the role of the shaman, to that end, in 

greater detail in my analysis of a later story. 

 The story points to a cosmic body of distinct beings in fractal relationships to each other 

and to their shared social world, as Uzendoski (2010) identifies in his work. Masculine, feminine, 

and social agents overlay in fractal form such that the cosmic body vitiates distinctions between 

human and non-human beings, ergo between society of dividual persons and the environment it 

occupies. The sucurijú and Waiãpi woman fractally combine as a single creative agent, producing 

a new fractal layer occupied by black-skinned offspring. All agents present in the story fractally 

combine in relation to the social world. 

 The absence of a husband for the woman in the story is of particular interest. In my 

findings, the Waiãpi expect marriage to occur immediately following puberty. The story presents 
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an unmarried, marriageable woman who by merit of her singleness is calling for (Portuguese: 

chamando) a husband. The sucurijú assumes the role of husband, yet the hostile reaction of the 

other Waiãpi maintains his distinction of essence, but not agency, from humans. One can place the 

sucurijú in the masculine role and the Waiãpi woman in the feminine role. Their shared space and 

exchange of substance leads to a pregnancy whose end remains unknown, and to the birth of 

humans of a different kind: black-skinned people. The substance in question, namely iã (soul-like 

essence), moves outward from masculine to feminine through anthropomorphic and intersexual 

relations between the sucurijú and the Waiãpi woman, from this relationship to the birth of a new 

kind of differentiated humanity through anthropomorphic and natural processes, and from this 

differentiating innovation to the integral social world that contains and nurtures all of the 

protagonist agents. I have denoted this fractal form of differentiation (see Figure A).  

 
Figure A: Cosmic Body of Story 1 

The second story I will analyze comes from a collection of written myths, traditionally 

shared orally, and later recorded during the literacy efforts of the 1980’s following FUNAI’s 

contact. It was written in Waiãpi and translated into Portuguese. For my English translation, I 

consult both texts, relying more heavily on the Portuguese. The story is one of species 

differentiation, and accounts for why each species looks the way and occupies the space that it 

does.  
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A long time ago, the armadillo used to fall and crack all over.  

“Let me shoot the sky with this arrow,” said the armadillo. “We’ll climb up to the 

sky on the arrows. The earth down here isn’t very good.” 

Hence, the armadillo shot the arrow into the sky. The arrow would serve as a ladder 

for the animals. 

ZIP… Tschaa. Zipp Chaa went the arrows, one behind the other. They stretched 

down to the ground.  

“Wait, let me tie them before you climb up, because you are very heavy,” said the 

armadillo to the tapir. 

The armadillo, each time it climbed up, tied arrow after arrow. However, when he 

was almost entering the sky, the tapir started to climb. 

“You all climb up after behind me,” the armadillo said to the people. 

That’s why the older people always say: 

“We wouldn’t be here on earth if the armadillo’s arrows hadn’t fallen” 

All the animals climbed up: the spider monkey, sloth, howler monkey, curassow, 

dark-winged trumpeter, toucan, macaw, capuchin monkey, collared peccary, 

agouti, deer, and jaguar. The tapir climbed up last. When it was close to the top, 

approaching the sky, the weight of the tapir made the arrows detach from one 

another. 

All the animals fell down. The spider monkey, howler monkey, capuchin monkey, 

and the sloth fell in the trees. The toucan, the curassow, the trumpeter, the macaw, 

and the parrot all flew away. 

“Hence, the macaws even today fly high,” the older people always say. “The 

toucans continue to fly. The monkeys, even today, jump and hang on branches. 

Sloths also hang from branches. The jaguar fell and held onto the lower branches 

of trees,” they say. “But the armadillo fell and cracked all over. The armadillo 

became ridged. Even the anteater fell and broke; hence its body is curved. The tapir 

fell sitting down, so it broke its hips, and made the tail recoil.”  

“That’s why the tapir is kind of curved in the back,” the older people always say. 

Now we’d be in the sky if it weren’t for the tapir. 

That’s why, when grandpa killed a tapir, the sloth would say to it, 
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“We would be up above and free from all of this if you’d just followed the 

armadillo’s request.” 

The story establishes two realms of Waiãpi cosmology, the natural and supernatural. Gallois (1986, 

48) accounts for the general events of the creation myth, which include (translated and quoted): 

(1) Creation of the universe and the earth by Ianeruaçu 

(2) Creation of the first of humanity: the Waiãpi, the Brazilians, black people 

(3) Ianeruaçu’s son: Ianejar and the ascent of the universal creator into the sky 

(Gallois 1986, 48) 

The natural realm includes earth and all of the agents that inhabit it. The supernatural realm is in 

the sky, where Ianeruaçu, the creator of the universe, and Ianejar, a mythic hero and the creator’s 

son, reside. 

 We can assume, following Viveiros de Castro (2012, 48) and Lévi-Strass & Eribon’s 

(1988, 193) characterization, that the agents of this story were in a non-differentiated state at the 

beginning of the narrative. The story accounts for common animal species and their attempt to 

return to the sky (Portuguese: céu) to be with Ianejar and the creator of the universe. Upon their 

failure, they fall from the sky to the earth, and the injuries and landing places that resulted are 

responsible for each species’ appearance and habitat. Moreover, the resulting narrative of the 

events continues to inspire proverbial wisdom among Waiãpi adults today (“Hence, the older 

people always say…”).  
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 One notable property of the story is the attribution of human abilities to animal species, 

indicative of the equal agency of all species and the socio-environment. The agency of the socio-

environment is also present and actively affects 

the different species in their differentiation. The 

cosmic body includes fractal arrangements of 

supernatural and natural agents, differentiating 

and differentiated agents, and inspiring and 

inspired agents (see Figure B). 

 

Creative force moves from Ianeruaçu to undifferentiated agents. The socio-environment exercises 

its agency in differentiating the species, and this differentiation informs present-day humanity’s 

notions of their relation to other agents in the socio-environment. The attempted reconciliation 

between the natural and supernatural realms contains and inspires the protagonist agents in the 

story.  

 My guide, Sílvia Nobre Waiãpi, told me the third story during my field work. I transcribed 

it in its original Portuguese from an audio recording, and translated it into the English version 

which I quote here. I argue that this story is a direct account of the vitiation of the Western nature-

society dichotomy as a means of reconciling Western medicine with traditional shamanistic 

healing.  

The shaman is responsible for matters of health. Today, it’s the shaman that handles 

spiritual things and the nurses and nurses’ technicians that are paid by the 

government to live, for a certain amount of time, in a little shack near the aldeia. If 

one of us gets sick, he or she goes over there and they give medicine. It depends on 

the level of contact whether they accept the medicine or not. My group [family] 

accepts it just fine. But they preserve the role of the shaman, too. For example, my 

Figure B: The Cosmic Body of Story 2 
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brother… everyone went to a party, and there was an indigenous baby there sick 

with diarrhea, so the nurse gave them a diaper. The baby pooped in the diaper and 

an indigenous man threw it out. He didn’t know that the plastic takes time to 

decompose. And what happened? Everybody left, the nurse brought the little girl 

to the health post, and everybody went to another aldeia. My brother was kind of 

sleepy, feeling weird, so he laid down to sleep. But he had a cold and a fever. There 

we don’t sleep inside walls, and in the early morning, there’s a really cold, cold 

wind. You don’t have anything to cover up. You lay in a hammock, so you have to 

light a fire. But since he wasn’t feeling well, he didn’t light a fire. Jaguars are scared 

of fire. Jaguars go out to hunt at night. So the jaguar went out. When the jaguar 

arrived, there wasn’t a fire. He was laying down in the hammock and he heard the 

noise of a jaguar and he got really quiet. And the jaguar passed and its tail hit the 

hammock. He [deep inhale], he held his breath because he couldn’t make any noise. 

Then the jaguar smelled the diaper, it went over to it, ate it, and left, but it didn’t 

eat him [Sílvia’s brother]. But he woke up feeling really bad, really, really bad, he 

was cold, he went to make a fire so the jaguar wouldn’t come back, because if 

there’s a fire, it won’t come back. He laid back down in the hammock. Colds, when 

we have colds here in the city, it’s not so bad, we take medicine, we lay down in 

the air conditioning, we don’t have a headache. But there he didn’t do that, because 

there we don’t have any of that.  

And so he felt really sick. In the morning, he said, “I got sick because the jaguar 

passed by here. It hit its tail on me and I got sick.” From there, they called the 

shaman. The shaman said, “Hmm, you saw a jaguar and you got sick? And it didn’t 

eat you?” “No,” he responded.  

“It was witchcraft from a shaman doing bad by you. We’ll intercede and cure you.” 

But he had a really bad fever. And I went over to the nurse to get some medicine 

for fever, you know? An antipyretic for him, for him to take. The shaman said, “No, 

that’s witchcraft, is that not medicine from the white people?  

It’s witchcraft.” How am I going- am I going to leave my brother with a fever? But 

I had to respect my culture. I got over there, and I said, “Ah, but the nurse doesn’t 

know what witchcraft is.” But okay, let’s pretend that we accept what he said. “Just 
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pray over the medicine to get rid of the white people’s culture.” And he broke away 

the white people’s culture. He went praying over the medicine. And my brother 

took the medicine, and my brother was fine. I said, “You see, it was your 

intercession.”  

I didn’t take away the authority allocated to the shaman. I can’t.  

The shaman initially rejects the intervention in his efforts to heal Sílvia’s brother, deeming it feitiço 

(witchcraft). The medication interrupted the fractality of the cosmic body by breaking the 

subjectivity of illness to the spiritual realm embodied in the jaguar. The shaman intervenes by 

subjecting the medication, and arguably Western modernity itself, to spiritual intervention and 

reconstructs the healing ritual such that the antipyretic becomes a spiritual vessel that, when 

ingested, heals the body by defeating the fetiço sent by another shaman.  

The cosmic body includes Sílvia’s brother, who is a human agent; the jaguar, which 

embodies shamanistic feitiço; and the shaman. Sílvia introduces the antipyretic, which the shaman 

originally rejects. Before the shaman’s spiritual intervention on the antipyretic, the medication 

threatens the cosmic body by imposing a dichotomous interruption of the subjective layer between 

the malicious jaguar (which Westerners would deem part of nature) and the afflicted agent, Sílvia’s 

brother (a member of society, separate from nature) (see Figure C). However, the shaman later 

subjects the antipyretic to the cosmic body by creating an intermediary subject between the shaman 

himself and the feitiço impairing Sílvia’s brother (see Figure D).  
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Figure C: The Threat of Western Modernity to the Cosmic Body of Story 3 

 

 
Figure D: The Cosmic Body of Story 3 after the Shaman's Intervention 

The original and adapted cosmic bodies demonstrate that the Waiãpi are acutely aware of 

differences in cosmological and social paradigms. Gallois (1989) discusses some of these 

differences at length, such as that of Westerners (Waiãpi: carai-ko) and that of other indigenous 

peoples (Waiãpi: apã) created by act of the Waiãpi rather than Ianeruaçu, the mythic creator of the 

universe. Waiãpi shamanism allows them, with due intention, to reconcile the spiritual and tangible 

realms of their own cosmos, as well as forces foreign to the cosmos (such as Western medicine) 

by subjecting the forces into fractal layers. In this way, the Waiãpi not only vitiate Western 
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dichotomies, but resist or manipulate them at will such that they are re-reconciled to the cosmic 

body of a given instance. 

Dividualism and Waiãpi Beinghood 

 The implications of a cosmos defined in terms of subjectivities rather than dichotomous 

classifications are numerous. Earlier in this work, I discussed Deleuze’s definition of “dividual” 

personhood (1992) insofar as it accounts for Waiãpi social organization. However, not only is 

dividual personhood crucial to understanding Waiãpi and, in general, Amazonian social 

organization, it proceeds from a cosmological understanding of subjectivity (or, at least, relation) 

of beings to other beings, human and non-human alike. 

That is to say, these accounts, which grant insight into Waiãpi conceptions of being, stand 

in stark opposition to cultural formulations dependent upon the nature-society dichotomy. 

 Ortner (1972) produces a revealing example of such a formulation. In my earlier overview 

of Waiãpi social and organizational patterns, I discussed the ways in which Ortner’s postulations 

seem to account for those patterns concerning gender. Ortner’s account of “the universal [sic] 

secondary status of women” rests on notions of physiological determinism, which I do not wish to 

engage here, and of a distinctly individual “female psyche,” the product of socialization to which 

a woman willfully consents, under cultural pressure, to the passivity of subsistence roles in society 

(Ortner 1972: 5, 20). Accordingly, this consent places women in social positions deeply involved 

in natural processes: childbirth, domestic cooking, etc. Men, being less physiologically tied to 

natural processes, become chiefs of the cultural dictations to which women consent. Thus, Ortner 

takes for granted the nature-society dichotomy as a physiologically determined reality in which 

forces of socialization coerce individual complicity; she nearly admits as much in her introduction 

(Ortner 1972, 7). 
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 MacCormack (1980) points out similar arguments as mere impositions aligned with the 

Western tendency to perceive the world in binary distinctions. According to MacCormack, 

Ortner’s assumptions and those like them distinguish the subordination of women and nature by 

failing to acknowledge their due agency (MacCormack 1980, 17). She links the removal of agency 

to Enlightenment thought, whose progressions and innovations extended only to benefit men, and 

the colonial ideology of dominance that proceeded from it. MacCormick further develops the 

notion that dichotomous conceptions of reality are simply products of Western perception. Waiãpi 

conceptions of being have always existed and continue to exist outside of this progression, even 

in light of Portuguese colonization. 

 Dividual beinghood understood as fractally positioned in the greater cosmic body 

undermines both distinctions, and MacCormack seems to suggest as much in her conclusions 

(1980, 17). The first story deals directly with masculine and feminine agency in sexuality and 

reproduction. While one may view both the sucurijú and the Waiãpi woman as distinct agents, the 

relational flow of substance from the masculine social realm to the feminine indicates a creative 

agent in and of itself. Black-skinned humanity is the creation and cultivation of that agent; ergo 

masculine and feminine elements of Waiãpi society are equally active in the formation and 

differentiation of the social world. Waiãpi dividualism allocates social agency to the relational 

bond between beings, be they a man and woman in a familial arrangement or an animal and a 

person in a variety of capacities, two examples which are not mutually exclusive. Conceptions 

such as these render the gender dichotomy, from which Ortner argues the nature-society dichotomy 

proceeds, inaccurate at best and obsolete at worst. At the very least, the personhood and agency 

exemplified in the above stories call into serious question Ortner’s claim of either dichotomy’s 

universality. 
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 The second story reveals the inter-subjectivity of the social world and the spiritual realm 

and obscures their distinction from one another. It accounts for differentiation processes over time 

and their implications for the social order today. The mythic figures Ianeruaçu and Ianejar are 

perhaps the only hierarchically distinguished agents in Waiãpi cosmology, occupying a 

supernatural realm that, as the story indicates, is now inaccessible for beings on earth. However, 

their creative influence reflects that of other agents. I refer to them in this capacity only and will 

avoid discussing the theological implications of these figures’ nature. Creation, not only in the 

tangible sense but the dictation of social arrangements as well, is the substance exchanged to 

establish fractal relationships between dividual persons. Ianeruaçu creates the social world in its 

primordial state of undifferentiation, as Viveiros de Castro describes (2012, 48). Ianejar, the son 

of Ianeruaçu, establishes significant relationships with the social world’s inhabitants, which 

motivate them to later seek reunion with him (Gallois 1986, 48). From those conditions, the story 

shows forth the dividuality of beings. It was their relation to one another, collective action, and 

subsequent consequences that led to their differentiation from one another. Therefore, one can only 

conceive of beings as they relate to others in the social world. The cosmic body places human 

social tendency within this dividual net of being as well in that the past differentiation determines 

their social domain today (i.e. “We wouldn’t be here on earth if the armadillo’s arrows didn’t fall”). 

 The obscurity between the spiritual and tangible realms of the Waiãpi cosmos provokes 

further investigation into spiritual beinghood and the practices that proceed from it. Gallois (1984-

85) accounts for shamanistic intervention in spiritual interactions; though she does so under the 

assumption that the Waiãpi occupy a domain distinct from nature (Portuguese: mata; domain 

occupied by animals and plants). I summarize Gallois’s conclusions here cautiously as insight into 
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Waiãpi spiritual understanding without adopting her dichotomous assumptions. She presents a 

“theory of the soul” that include iã and aña. 

Iã is a Waiãpi word whose closest equivalent in English is soul. Iã is the attribute which 

distinguishes living beings from inanimate ones. Breath, growth, omission of sound, reproduction; 

these qualities are evidence of iã – of life. The Waiãpi word aña most closely relates to the English 

word agency, and less so autonomy. Aña is the ability of a being to act upon another through 

spiritual intervention, most often maliciously – though the division of the spiritual realm is an 

obscure one (Gallois 1984-85: 183, 184). In simpler terms, iã is essential to an agent’s being and 

is the passive recipient of interactions. Aña is the capacity for activity, as opposed to passivity, 

upon other beings. Thus, through the attribute of aña, one being may spiritually attack another (as 

seen in the third story) which diminishes the victim’s iã. Physical, outward symptoms – illness – 

are evidence of such harm. Shamans possess waruá, which Gallois translates as mirror 

(Portuguese: espelho). Waruá reflects the aña causing illness as tangible beings, perceivable only 

by the shaman. The shaman can then engage aña in conflict in efforts to end the attack and 

subsequently resolve illness. Sílvia’s usage of the Portuguese verb rezar and its nominal forms, 

which typically refer to intercessory prayer, in the third story refers to this attribute. 

Spiritual malignity, according to Gallois, occurs in response to a being’s excessive 

meddling in the domain of another, a distinction that I problematized earlier in this work. I isolate 

the responsive nature of spiritual malignity as solely important. The third story accounts for an 

instance of such malignity, where Western and Amazonian worldviews compete to explain reality 

and resolve the afflicted person’s illness. I already explained Western medicine’s threat to the 

fractal layers of social reality. However, the implementation of Western medicine also denies the 

dividual nature of the agents in the story. In addition to disrupting the spiritual conflict’s 
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subjectivity to the shaman’s intervention, it forces an individualistic and empirical analysis onto 

an inherently dividualistic and spiritual conflict. It separates the ties between the afflicted agent 

and his assailant, the malicious aña of the jaguar. The shaman clearly recognizes the imposition 

on the cosmological paradigm and subsequently deems it feitiço as well. By subjecting the 

antipyretic to the fractal net of the cosmic body, the shaman allocates agency to it and manipulates 

its spiritual attributes to assist healing rather than impede it. Rather than removing the afflicted 

agent from the cosmological paradigm entirely, the antipyretic becomes an agent of shamanistic 

intervention and enters, rather than disrupts, the relational net of dividual beings. Thus, the shaman 

actively obscures and eliminates the dichotomous imposition of Western modernity, reconciles the 

antipyretic to the social world, and grants it agency to engage the spiritual malignity.  

The intertwined spiritual and tangible realms present an active critique of Western 

dichotomous modernity and contextualize beings in relation to others. Anthropomorphism and the 

intersexuality of differentiated beings serve as evidence of a relational net of dividual agents 

inseparable from their relation to others. Mythic accounts of differentiation further contextualize 

historical evolutions as consequences of dividualistic conceptions of being. Gallois’s “theory of 

the soul” (1984-85: 183, 184) provides a framework, though not an unproblematic one, through 

which one understands the body as a vehicle of iã and a means through which spiritual attack by 

other beings’ aña tangibly manifests as illness. 
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Conclusion 

 In this work, I examined three stories about different subjects and different historical 

contexts to demonstrate that Waiãpi conceptions of being inspire a social world that lacks 

distinctions between nature and society, between ecology and culture. In all three stories, fractality 

and dividuality approach one another to form the social world in which the Waiãpi and their own 

environment exist, indistinctly. The subjectivity of agents to the forces of others forms a fluid 

cosmic body that orders humans, non-humans, spirits, and geographic domains into fractal layers 

that exercise combined agency. The centrality of social relations to Waiãpi cosmology places 

agents into a relational net of dividuals. 

 In the first story, the sucurijú demonstrated the undifferentiation of agency between 

humans and nonhumans through anthropomorphic transformation and revealed primordial 

processes of creation that shape the Waiãpi social world. In the second story, the Waiãpi expose 

processes of species differentiation, establish a rationale for the current state of the social world, 

and obscure the boundaries between the spiritual and tangible realms. In the third story, Silvia 

discusses the interaction of Western modernity with the Waiãpi cosmos, names implications of 

spiritual conflict, and points to shamanism as the means of reconciling Western modernity into the 

Waiãpi social world. I also discussed the disturbing tendency of Western academia to impose 

dichotomous understanding onto their accounts of indigenous cosmology. I hope to have 

established a firm foundation from which future scholarship may avoid this mistake.  

 It is clear in all of these that, through the social world, Waiãpi conceptions of being vitiate 

the Western dichotomy of nature and society and, at the very least, call for a reexamination of 

humanity’s relationship with the world it occupies.  
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APPENDIX: SOURCE TEXTS FOR TRANSLATED STORIES 

Story 2: Waiãpi 

Karamoe rem胤 tatu o’a ojikajika. 

– Ã rapar pupe yva tajyvõ, e’i a’e romõ tatu. Ja胤ma w┄ pupe jaa, e’i. Nikatui ike rupi yvy, 

e’i tatu. Ja胤ma te yva pupe jaa, e’i j胤 tite. 

Ajawyi j胤 tatu ojyvõ yva. 

PA SÃ PA SÃ PA SÃ, e’i orapar jãjã. 

Ejõv胤i rã’┄ ikene. Taokwapa rã’┄ ikene, e’i epe j胤 tatu tapi’ir pe mijã. 

Ajawyi te j胤 ookwa eraa tatu rapar. 

Yva pupe oiketa mijã rem胤 j胤 tapi’ir ojiupi tite upi. 

– Ajaire pej胤 pejiupi upi, e’i j胤 janeupe mijã. 

– Ajawyi nijaiko’ãi ike rupi, tatu rapar nopysoi rem胤, e’i tamõ ipi. 

Tapi’ir ojiupi akypy rupi. Kwata kõ ojiupipa, a’y, akyky, mytõ, jakami, tukã, arara, ka’i, taitetu, 

akusi, so’o, jawar. Ajaire j胤 tapi’ir ojiupi j胤 takypy rupi. Ojiupis┄ yva ku’ai as’u miti. Ojiupi tatu.  

KEN WEYY POW POW POW, e’i j胤 am胤 kwata kõ, akyky kõ, ka’i kõ. 

A’y j胤 am胤 o’a yvyra kunawyr re ojipy. Tukan kõ j胤 ovevepa. Myto j胤 ovevepa. Jakami ovevepa. 

Kure kõ j胤 ovevepa. Ajawyi a’evo age’e rem胤. 

– Awyje j胤 oveve yvate rupi arara kõ, e’i tamõ ipi. Tukan kõ awyje j胤 oveve, e’i. Kwata kõ 

awyje j胤 ka’a re o’a ojipy, e’i. A’y awyje j胤 o’a yvyra kunawyr re ojasiko, e’i tamõ ipi. 

Jawar o’a yvyra ret悦mãkã re ojipy, e’i. 

Tatu j胤 o’a ojikajika am胤. Kuru’iru’i j胤 tatu. Tamanua j胤 o’a ojeajea. Tapi’ire o’a j胤 ojeajea am胤.  

– Ajawyi ojapepyry’ej胤 oata, e’i tamõ ipi. A’evove tatu o’a ojikajika. 

– Age’e yvate rupi te marãgwe jaiko ajawyi, e’i j胤 a’y tapi’ir pe tamõ ojuka rem胤.  
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Story 2: Portuguese 

Antigamente o tatu caía e rachava todinho. Aconteceu assim: 

– Deixe-me flechar o céu com esta flecha, disse o tatu. Subiremos por ela no céu. Não é 

boa a terra por aqui.  

Por isso, o tatu flechou o céu. A flecha serviria como uma escada para os animais. 

ZIP... Tschaa. Zipp Chaa, fez suas flechas, uma no fundo das outras. Encostaram até o chão. 

– Espere deixe-me amarrá-los antes de você subir, porque você é muito pesada, disse para 

a anta. 

O tatu, cada vez que subia, amarrava flecha por flecha. Porém, quando ia quase entrando no céu, 

a anta começou a subir. 

– Depois vocês sobem atrás, disse para as pessoas. 

Por isso, costumam dizer os velhos: 

– Não estaríamos aqui na terra se as flechas do tatu não soltassem. 

Todos os animais subiram: coatá, preguiça, guariba, mutum, jacamim, tucano, arara, macaco-

prego, caititu, cutia, veado e onça. Por último subiu a anta. Quando estava pertinho, chegando ao 

céu, o peso da anta fez com que as flechas soltassem. 

Os bichos caíram todinhos. O coatá, o guariba, o macaco-prego e a preguiça caíram nas árvores. 

O tucano, o mutum, o jacamim, a arara e o papagaio todos voaram. 

– Por isso, as araras até hoje voam no alto, costumam dizer os velhos. Os tucanos 

permanecem voando. Os macacos, até hoje, pulam e se penduram nos paus. As preguiças 

também se penduram nos paus. A onça caiu e se segurou nos galhos da árvore, dizem os 

velhos. Mas, o tatu caiu e rachou-se todinho. Ficou trincadinho o tatu. Ainda o tamanduá 

caiu e se quebrou; por isso é curvado. A anta caiu sentada, assim quebrou a anca, e fez o 

rabo se recolher. 

– Por isso é meia curva a anca atrás, costumam dizer os velhos. Agora por pouco estaríamos 

no céu. 

Por isso, quando vovô matava uma anta, a preguiça dizia a ela: 

 – Estaríamos lá em cima e livre disso, se você tivesse atendido o pedido do tatu. 
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Story 3: Portuguese 

O pajé tem a responsabilidade pela saúde. Hoje em dia, é o pajé que toma conta das coisas 

espirituais e o enfermeiro e os técnicos de enfermagem que são pagos pelo governo para morar 

durante algum tempo no polo, num cantinho próximo à aldeia. Se o índio fica doente, ele vai lá e 

dão um remédio. Depende do grau de contato se eles recebem bem o remédio ou não. O meu grupo 

aceita muito bem. Mas preservam o papel do pajé. Por exemplo, meu irmão... todo mundo foi para 

uma festa, e tinha um bebé indígena doente com diarreia, então a enfermeira deu uma fralda 

descartável. Aí o bebé fez cocó na fralda e o índio jogou. Ele não sabe que o plástico demora para 

decompor. E o que aconteceu? Todo mundo saiu e ela levou a menina para o polo de saúde e foi 

todo mundo para uma outra aldeia. O meu irmão estava meio sonolento sentindo esquisito com a 

garganta doendo, e deitou para dormir. Só que ele fez gripe, e febre. Só que lá não tem parede. Na 

madrugada tem aquele vento gelado, gelado. Você não tem para se cobrir. Você deita numa rede, 

então tem que ascender o fogo. Sendo que ele não sentiu bem, ele não ascendeu o fogo. E a onça 

tem medo do fogo. A onça sai para caçar à noite. A onça saiu. Quando a onça chegou, não tinha 

fogo. Ele estava deitado na rede e ele ouviu o barulho da onça e ficou quietinho. E essa onça passou 

e o rabo bateu na rede. E ele [respira], ele ficou sem respirar que ele não podia fazer barulho. E 

essa onça sentiu a cheira dessa fralda de cocó, foi lá, comeu, e saiu, mas não pegou ele. Mas ele 

ficou muito mal, muito mal, muito mal, estava frio, foi para fazer um fogo para a onça não vir ou 

voltar, porque se tivesse fogo, ela não voltaria. E deitou na rede. A gripe, quando a gente tem gripe 

aqui na cidade, não está tão ruim, a gente toma um remédio, deita no ar condicionado, não tem dor 

de cabeça. Aí ele não fez isso, porque lá não tinha. Então ele ficou muito doente. De manhã, ele 

falou assim, “Eu fiquei doente porque a onça passou aqui. A onça bateu o rabo em mim e fiquei 

doente”. Aí chamou o pajé. O pajé ficou “Hmm. Veio uma onça e você ficou doente? E ela não te 

comeu”? “Não” ele respondeu. “Foi feitiço... feitiço de pajé fazendo mal para você. A gente vai 

rezar e curar você”. Só que ele estava com muita febre. E eu fui lá na enfermeira para pegar um 

remédio para febre, não é? Um antipirético para ele, para ele tomar. O pajé falou, “Não, isso é 

feitiço, isso não é remédio do branco? É feitiço”. Como é que eu vou- eu vou deixar meu irmão 

com febre? Mas eu tive que respeitar a cultura. Então eu cheguei, falei assim: “Ah, mas a 

enfermeira não sabe o que é feitiço”. Então vamos fingir que a gente aceitou o que ele disse. “Só 

reza aqui no remédio para não ter a cultura do branco no remédio”. E ele o quebrou com a cultura 
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do branco. E ele foi rezando no remédio. E então meu irmão tomou o remédio, e meu irmão ficou 

bom. Falei, “Viu? Foi a sua reza”. Eu não tirei a autoridade alocado no pajé. Não posso. 
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